Numerical non-identifiability regions of the minimal model of glucose kinetics: superiority of Bayesian estimation.
The so-called minimal model (MM) of glucose kinetics is widely employed to estimate insulin sensitivity (S(I)) both in clinical and epidemiological studies. Usually, MM is numerically identified by resorting to Fisherian parameter estimation techniques, such as maximum likelihood (ML). However, unsatisfactory parameter estimates are sometimes obtained, e.g. S(I) estimates virtually zero or unrealistically high and affected by very large uncertainty, making the practical use of MM difficult. The first result of this paper concerns the mathematical demonstration that these estimation difficulties are inherent to MM structure which can expose S(I) estimation to the risk of numerical non-identifiability. The second result is based on simulation studies and shows that Bayesian parameter estimation techniques are less sensitive, in terms of both accuracy and precision, than the Fisherian ones with respect to these difficulties. In conclusion, Bayesian parameter estimation can successfully deal with difficulties of MM identification inherently due to its structure.